
Rose Priestess Moon 
Rituals



TThe Moon Priestess Path is a path of art and mastery 
and sacred union with the creative consciousness of the 
Moon & Lunar energy. It is the High alchemy of the Priest-
ess, Medicine Woman and Star Seed. It is the reciprocal 
relationships with spirit, wisdom, body and Gaia. 

There are many ways to commune with Goddess 
Moon,  her Sapphire, silvery white light and powerful 
harmonic vibration. Her powerful magnetic force af-
fects all of life on planet earth and most profoundly, 
Woman. The consciousness of the Moon is that of the 
sacred feminine mysteries and she illuminates, trans-
mits and guides our very essence and journey on earth 
from the conception stage. 

The medicine of the Moon is ancient and all-encom-
passing.  She is a portal and a galactic gateway into the 
deep and liminal worlds of creation. A passageway into 
the essence of the sacred Feminine. She imparts holy 
high knowledge and technologies. Her Silvery Sap-
phire Rose can be seen fully activated in the bodies 
of light surrounding enlightened saints,  messengers, 
bodhisattvas, Tantrika and messengers. 

 

Salutation to the Rising Moon

Greet and revere the Moon outside in nature when pos-
sible. As the sun is setting before the Moonrise. Find a 
place in nature where you can stand in the priestess 
pose or sit in a 

 

 

meditative receptive seated position. The standing 
priestess pose; legs hip width apart and arms out-
stretched. Set your intention and soften your gaze.  Fo-
cus on the light of the stars,  open your heart and root 
deeply into the earth.  As the moon rises on the horizon 
remain soft and still, focused upon the breath. Breathe 
in the Glow of the Moonbeams. As the Full Moon rises, 
gift her with a song of communion, reunion or grati-
tude. Share all that you wish with her, your Moon offer-
ing, song light language, tantric dance or sacred soul’s 
exchange.

Moonlight Bathing

Again, this is best out in nature but you can also moon 
bathe inside through a window. Go to a place illuminat-
ed by the light of the Full Moon. Turn off electric lights 
and other forms of illumination. Meditate on yourself 
glowing with moonlight as you lay down, sit, or stand. 

You can hold your sacred talisman such as a crystal or 
a glyph such as the Black Rose Glyph (on the front cov-
er, a circle with dot in the centre),  that is connected to 
the ancient priestess bronze Moon ring used by Moon 
High -Priestesses and Initiates. 

Synchronise the breath with the subtle light vibra-
tions of the Moon. Draw the Moon light into the body 
through the crown of the head and descend into ev-
ery cell through the chakras and subtle anatomy.  After 
you have been Moon gazing or bathing, give your body 
time to integrate the crystalline frequencies of the lu-
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Moonlight Water rejuvenation Rite

Walk into a body of water that is lit by the Moon and be still, 
create your intention and invoke the presence of Goddess 
Moon, Mama Killa. Focus on the illumination on the surface 
of the water. Ground your feet and connect to the Goddess 
of the water and breathe deeply and rhythmically as you 
begin to move the body organically.

Spiral and become the particles of crystalline water and 
sing your prayers into the water as you move your body, 
touch the water and breath in the Moonlight. When you 
are done,  be still and receive the mighty presence of the 
Waters, her nourishment and holy love. Complete with 3 
breaths inhaling lifting the consciousness of the water into 
the perineum and into the whole body. Exhale and direct 
the Moon infused water into the core of the unity grid.

Moon Dancing

In silence,  come into a clearing or grove in nature where 
the moon light is illuminated. Come to a tree and touch the 
tree with your heart and hands. Invoke the presence of the 
Goddess of the Moon the Stars and Gaia. In Silence receive 
the Moon Light drawing down from the Crown and down 
into the feet. 

Either in silence, song or with rhythms, dance by yourself or 
with others in the light of the Full Moon. Attune to the sub-
tle movements and the exchange of the Moons frequencies 
and consciousness and your body. Call the aspect of the 
divine you wish to dance and harmonise with. Allow your 

breath, the body and the rhythms free you into your sacred 
Moon Dance. It can be circle dancing, tribal, ecstatic or/and 
still. On completion kneel upon the earth and bow, placing 
your forehead onto the earth. Inhale and lift the upper body 
and raise the arms towards the moon, giving thanks for the 
beautiful union. After, either in the Moonlight or around a 
fire meditate and receive the amrita and lunar star wisdom 
from the Moon Dance. 

Drawing Down the Moon

Drawing Down the Moon is a powerful priestess ceremonial 
ritual to conjure the deep feminine wisdom and transfor-
mative power of the Moon. It is an alchemical demonstra-
tion of mastery and magic that brings deep soul awaken-
ings to the celestial Goddess in her many forms .There are 
eternal possibilities for the ritual practice and we will focus 
upon two aspects. 

1~ Awakening the lunar disc.  In a sacred place, connect, 
ground and set sacred space for your personal practice. 
Cast a supreme circle of protection.  Invoke the benevolent 
spirit of the Moon Goddess and state your intention to work 
with the celestial energies and force in service to the greater 
good. Set your intention upon which aspect of your person-
al initiation you are focusing upon. 

Opening stargates, lightwork, cleaning, communication 
and healing.  In the light of the Moon be still and open your 
body as a vessel for divine grace. Open your heart and arms 
like a chalice to the Moon. Connect to subtle frequencies 
and sounds and then visualise a Silvery opalescent light 
forming above your head. 



Drawing Down the Moon

As the Lunar disc appears, feel/perceive experience the 
lunar disc descending into the soul star chakra and down 
each chakra until it becomes still in the Earth Star Chakra. 
As it moves down your body image your chalice being filled 
with the luminous light, love and wisdom of the Moon.  Af-
firm your intention through prayer. 

On completion be still and receive, integrate and honour 
you work and the wisdom of the Celestial Moon Goddess. 

2~Awakening spiritual energies in service. In a sacred place, 
connect, ground and set sacred space. Cast a supreme cir-
cle of protection.  Invoke the benevolent spirit of the Moon 
Goddess and state your intention to work with the celestial 
energies and force in service to the greater good. Set your 
intention upon which aspect of service you are focusing 
upon. Opening stargates, lightwork, cleaning, communica-
tion and healing.  In the light of the Moon be still and open 
your body as a vessel for divine grace. Open your heart and 
arms to the moon and root deeply into the earth. Affirm that 
this is a ritual of reciprocity and alchemy to open the gates 
of light.

On completion be still and receive, reflect and integrate 
your experience. Honour your work and the wisdom of the 
Celestial Moon Goddess in a way that inspires you.
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